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國立體育大學111學年度研究所碩士班招生考試試題 

      科目:英  文                              （本試題共 7頁） 

  ※注意：  １.答案一律寫在答案卷上，否則不予計分。 

２.請核對試卷、准考證號碼與座位號碼三者是否相符。 

３.試卷『彌封處』不得汚損、破壞。 

４.行動電話或呼叫器等通訊器材不得隨身攜帶，並且關機。 

 

(答案請另書寫於答案紙上，並清楚標明大題與題號，總計 100分) 

 

Part I. Write the full name of the following sport symbols/icons (完整拼寫出下列每個運

動符號所代表的英文詞彙): 15 分 

(1) 

 

(2) 

 

(3)  

 

(4) 

 

(5) 

 

modern 

p     n 

w     g  rhythmic  

g     s 

f    e 

s     g 

t    n  

 

Part II. Match each of the English definitions with the words in the box lettered from 

A~O (選出下列各題所描述的英文詞彙, 並填入該選項字母代號既可): 10 分 

 

(A) pole vault (B) starting blocks (C) goalkeeper (D) false start (E) coach 

(F) athletics (G) dribble (H) shot put (I) shuttlecock (J) taekwondo 

(K) relay race (L) tennis court (M) caddie (N) baton (O) referee  

1. (   ) the athletic contest in which a very heavy metal ball is thrown as far as possible 

2. (   ) failed start of a race, usually caused by a runner moving forward before the starting  

gun is fired   

3. (   ) the official that controls the game in some sports 

4. (   ) each member of a team takes turns running part of a total distance  

5. (   ) a sports competition in which you jump over a high bar using a long stick to push 

yourself off the ground 

  

 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/zht/%E8%A9%9E%E5%85%B8/%E8%8B%B1%E8%AA%9E/sports
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/zht/%E8%A9%9E%E5%85%B8/%E8%8B%B1%E8%AA%9E/competition
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/zht/%E8%A9%9E%E5%85%B8/%E8%8B%B1%E8%AA%9E/jump
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/zht/%E8%A9%9E%E5%85%B8/%E8%8B%B1%E8%AA%9E/bar
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Part III. Read the text about “Formosa Airways Baggage Policy” and use the word in 

parentheses to form a word(s) that correctly fills each blank (依據短文中各句子結構所

需，將括號中的單字予以適當詞類變化後填入): 10 分  

Formosa Airways Baggage Policy 

Each passenger _______ (allow) to carry one piece of hand baggage onto the plane 

without charge. The carry-on item must not exceed the dimensions 56cm x 45 cm x 25 cm, 

_______ (include) the handle and wheels. No carry-on bag should _______ (weight) more 

than 23 kg. Passengers should be able to lift bags into the overhead compartment unaided. 

These _______ (restrict) do not apply to bags that are checked in at the service desk. A laptop 

computer bag, school backpack, or handbag may also _______ (bring) on board. It should be 

stored under the seats when not in use.   

 

Part IV. Choose the word or phrase that best completes a sentence (從四個選項中挑出

最適合的答案來完成該句): 20 分  

1. Effective supervisors _____ and understand the needs of their employees. (A) know their 

work thoroughly (B) thoroughly know their work is (C) work is thoroughly known (D) 

their work is thoroughly known 

2. For over 20 years, Tip Top Prop Company has been the major _____ of circus equipment 

for troupes around the world. (A) providing (B) provides (C) provider (D) provision  

3. _____ in an environment of rural poverty, Jerry Lee Lewis displayed a talent for music 

from an early age. (A) Rear him up (B) Rearing up (C) Reared up (D) He was reared up 

4. Nancy Kerrigan’s struggle to win an Olympic medal at Likehamma in 1994 is the kind of 

story _____ a fascinating novel might be written. (A) of (B) with (C) by whom (D) about 

which   

5. Western fortune telling using astrology, _____, is assumed to have a large number of 

believers. (A) a study of the stars unscientific which (B) an unscientific study of the stars 

(C) which an unscientific study of the stars (D) is an unscientific study of the stars 

6. The nature of black holes, which are thought to result from the gravitational collapse of 

giant stars, is _____ clearly understood. (A) no (B) not (C) neither (D) none  

7. _____ over a million different species of insects exist in the world, more than all other 

animal species combined. (A) The estimate is (B) That is estimated (C) There is estimate 

(D) It is estimated that 

8. The Web site suggests that customers review their orders carefully as it is difficult to make 

changes _____ an online order is submitted. (A) by means of (B) in spite of (C) once (D) 

following  

9. Well-known writer Fabrizio Donetti published a book in March _____ a compilation of 

quotes from interviews with various former presidents. (A) feature (B) features (C) featured 

(D) featuring  
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10. _____ delays in the entryway construction, the Orchid Movie Theater in Madison will 

reopen and provide an alternative entrance until all work is complete. (A) Assuming that (B) 

Subsequently (C) Furthermore (D) Regardless of  

 

 

Part V. Reading Comprehension (閱讀理解測驗，共三篇文章): 30 分  

Football is one of the world’s most popular games. It is played in nearly every country, 

by everyone from kids in vacant lots and back streets to professional players in giant stadiums. 

Professional football is watched by billions of people all over the world, and is probably the 

world’s most popular spectator sport. 

The earliest known form of the game was developed in China around 500 B.C. It was 

known as cuju (‘kick-ball’) and was played with a leather ball. The object was to kick the ball 

into a net stretched between two goal-posts. By 800 A.D. there was a well-organized 

professional league in China, and similar games were also being played in Korea and Japan. 

In Europe, the earliest form of the game was played in England around 1100 A.D. It was 

played between big teams, sometimes whole villages, on a large field, and the ball could be 

thrown, kicked, or carried towards the opponent’s goal. There were very few rules and games 

were often wild and rough. The game was repeatedly banned by the authorities because of the 

violence and injuries it caused.  

The modern game first developed in England in the 19th century. The Football 

Association was set up in 1863 and the ‘Laws of the Game’ were drawn up in the same year. 

In 1882 the International Football Association Board (IFAB) was formed, and this 

organization still oversees the rules of the game. Then FIFA (Federation Internationale de 

Football Association) was founded in 1904 to run international competitions. FIFA still runs 

the World Cup, as well as regional competitions such as the European and Asian Cups. The 

modern game is played by two teams of eleven players on a rectangular field with a goal at 

each end. Players pass the ball to each other by kicking or heading it, with the aim being to 

score goals by getting the ball into the opponent’s goal. The game lasts for two 45-minute 

halves, and the team scoring the most goals wins. Draws are common, but if a winner has to 

be found, a game can go into extra time. If the score is still tied after thirty minutes of extra 

time, a ‘penalty shootout’ can decide the winner.  

In general play, the goalkeeper is the only player who can touch the ball with the hands 

or arms. All the other players can kick or head the ball only. Players can tackle an opponent in 

order to get the ball from them, but must do so without pushing or tripping the player. 

Pushing and tripping, along with other illegal actions such as ‘handball’ and ‘offside’, are 

fouls that can be penalized with a free kick. If a foul is committed in the penalty area near 

either goal, the referee can award a penalty kick, meaning a player can have a free shot at goal, 

with only the goalkeeper being allowed to try to block it. If a player commits a more serious 

offence, such as dangerous play, the referee can issue a yellow card as a warning, or issue a 

red card, in which case the player is sent off and cannot be replaced by a substitute. Teams are 

https://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/sports-football-world-cup.htm
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normally allowed three substitutes, which can be used to replace players because of injury, or 

for tactical reasons.  

Edson Arantes do Nascimento, or Pele, is rated by many as the greatest footballer of all 

time. The Brazilian champion was given the title of Athlete of the Century by the International 

Olympic Committee. He was part of three World Cup winning teams, and was known for his 

brilliant passing, his speed, his strong heading of the ball, as well as for his brilliance at 

shooting for and scoring goals. Another well-known footballer of all time is Diego Maradona. 

He played in four World Cups for his country Argentina, and led them to their victory over 

West Germany in 1986. He also won many trophies with Boca Juniors in Argentina, FC 

Barcelona in Spain and SSC Napoli in Italy. Together with Pele, he was named FIFA Player 

of the Century in 2000. Maradona had a stocky build and his strength and speed made him a 

difficult opponent for defenders. He had great ball-control and passing abilities, and was often 

able to create goal scoring opportunities for his teammates. He also scored many goals 

himself, including 34 goals for Argentina in international competitions. 

 (adapted from https://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/sports-football.htm) 

1. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT mentioned? (A) The history of 

football (B) What makes a qualified football referee (C) How football works (D) An 

example of a great footballer   

2. What cannot a football player do in the game? (A) Kick the ball (B) Score a goal (C) Head 

the ball (D) Trip a player on the opposing team 

3. A ‘penalty shootout’ is needed when (A) a footballer is injured (B) a player commits a 

violation (C) a football match cannot end in a draw (D) a yellow card is issued to a player 

who pushes an opponent  

4. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT true? (A) Football players can 

tackle an opponent (B) A red card is issued to send off a player who commits a serious 

offence (C) Football is played by both kids and professional players (D) Edson Arantes do 

Nascimento was named Athlete of the Century by the Federation Internationale de 

Football Association 

5. The word ‘foul’ in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to (A) a person who is in charge of a 

sports game (B) an act in a game that is not allowed (C) a player whose role is to stop the 

ball from entering the goal (D) someone whose job is to train and organize a sports team 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 Clinical depression is a serious medical illness that negatively affects how you feel, the 

way you think and how you act. Individuals with clinical depression are unable to function as 

they used to. Often they have lost interest in activities that were once enjoyable to them, and 

feel sad and hopeless for extended periods of time. Clinical depression is not the same as 

feeling sad or depressed for a few days and then feeling better. It can affect your body, mood, 

thoughts, and behavior. It can change your eating habits, your ability to work and study, and 
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your interaction with people. 

 Clinical depression is not a sign of personal weakness, or a condition that can be willed 

away. In fact, it often interferes with a personal’s ability or will to get help. It is a serious 

illness that lasts for weeks, months and sometimes years. It may even influence someone to 

contemplate or attempt suicide. 

 People of all ages, genders, ethnicities, cultures, and religions can suffer from clinical 

depression. Each year it affects over 17 million American men and women. Clinical 

depression is frequently unrecognized and untreated. However, with the right treatment, most 

people who do seek help get better within several months. Many people begin to feel better in 

a just a few weeks. 

6. According to the passage, which of the following statements is true? (A) Clinical 

depression is not an illness but a symptom (B) Individuals with clinical depression 

function as they used to (C) Clinical depression may affect how people feel, think, and 

behave (D) Individuals with clinical depression are often inclined to seek external help 

7. According to the passage, how long will clinical depression affect people diagnosed with 

the problem? (A) For weeks, months, and sometimes years (B) For a few days only (C) 

For just several minutes (D) For no longer than a couple of seconds 

8. The word ‘contemplate’ in the second paragraph is closest in meaning to (A) move from 

one habitat to another (B) rely for support (C) behave differently (D) think deeply or 

carefully about something 

9. What can be inferred from the passage? (A) Clinical depression cannot be treated (B) 

Clinical depression is often overlooked (C) Children are not susceptible to clinical 

depression (D) People in Asia are more likely to suffer from clinical depression than those 

in North America 

10. What is the best title for the passage? (A) Medical Pathology (B) Medical Diagnosis (C) 

Clinical Depression (D) Clinical Trial 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Death Valley, California, as the name implies, is a desolate land of searing desert sun. The 

valley earned its name due to the many deaths of gold miners who sought shortcuts through 

the area to the California gold fields during the gold rush days of the nineteenth century. 

Despite its gruesome name, however, Death Valley is, in fact, a wondrous area, full of 

geographical, botanical, biological, and geological curiosities. 

Death Valley contains the lowest point in the United States, indeed in all of the western 

hemisphere, at 282 feet below sea level, in addition to being the driest area in the United 

States, seeing less than two inches total rainfall per year. Not only low and dry, Death Valley 

is home to scorching temperatures as well. In fact, the highest temperature ever recorded in 

the United States was documented there in 1913 at 134℉ (57.7℃). The valley is subject to 

violent wind and dust storms that can last for hours at a time, deadly to anyone caught 
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unprepared. Needless to say, as far as humans are concerned, Death Valley is a quite 

inhospitable habitat. 

The area is quite suitable, however, for certain species of animals and plants, among 

which are several types of cactus and ocotillo, along with flowering coreopsis and poppies 

that spring up during the winter rainy season. Animals, many of which are primarily nocturnal, 

include the jackrabbit, the desert tortoise, and the largest predator in Death Valley, the coyote. 

Birds are also well represented here, with 265 species calling the area home. 

Death Valley has also proven to be rich in several precious metals, including silver, copper, 

and lead. Borax, an ore used in the tanning of leather, was first discovered during the 1880’s, 

and has remained the most well known mining product of the area. 

 

11. According to the passage, why is the area described in the passage called Death Valley? 

(A) It is a direct translation of a Native American phrase 

(B) Many plants dry up due to the lack of water 

(C) Some travelers died there in the 1800’s 

(D) It is the location of an ancient cemetery 

12. The word ‘gruesome’ in the first paragraph is closest in meaning to (A) humid (B) 

flourishing (C) horrible (D) historic 

13. According to the passage, the animals in Death Valley (A) usually come out at night (B) 

feed on cactus plants (C) are mostly predators (D) are most active during the winter 

14. According the passage, all of the following are true about Death Valley EXCEPT 

(A) It is one of the hottest areas in the United States 

(B) It was once covered by seawater 

(C) Dust storms are a constant threat 

(D) It rarely receives any precipitation 

15. According the passage, which of the following is true about Death Valley mining? 

(A) Many miners died there digging for gold 

(B) Leather is an important material used in Death Valley mining  

(C) Dust storms often ruin mining equipment 

(D) Borax is extracted in considerably large quantities  

Part VI. Translate the underlined three English sentences (adapted from Taipei 

Times) from online news into natural-sounding Chinese (將下列兩則新聞短文中

劃線的三個句子譯成流暢中文 ): 15 分  

With more and more people keeping pets in Taiwan, a pet school has catered to the 

market by introducing Lunar New Year dishes for “furry friends” to celebrate the Year of the 

Tiger. The owner of the school said that dishes designed for furry companions cannot include 

seasoning such as salt, sugar or soy sauce. Instead, it is better to retain the original taste of the 

food and avoid using ingredients not suitable for pets. (1) A version of “Buddha jumps over 
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the wall” soup for furry companions was also meticulously prepared by the school. To 

celebrate the Year of the Tiger, one of the New Year dishes is “happy tiger buns.” The bun 

dough is first made with plain flour, virgin olive oil and yeast, then a natural food coloring is 

added to imitate a tiger’s fur coat, and (2) last but not least the buns are stuffed with 

locally-reared chicken breasts and thighs. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

(3) The average bricks-and-mortar store has a return rate in the single digits, but 

online, the average rate is somewhere between 15 and 30 percent. Amid soaring sales 

during the pandemic, this Taiwanese company has developed a set of products and services 

that could help improve this problem significantly, potentially saving billions of dollars for 

the e-commerce industry along the way. 


